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The Straits Times says

Staying vigilant even as most curbs are lifted

S

ingapore lifted most Covid-19 curbs yesterday,
with group size limits and safe distancing requirements removed. The disease outbreak response
system condition (Dorscon) level, which indicates the current disease situation, has also been
lowered from orange to yellow – something
which has not been done here in more than two
years. This has come on the back of daily infection numbers continuing to fall, thus giving the
Government confidence to proceed with further
easing of community and travel measures. New
case numbers are stable despite an earlier easing
of measures last month, and the situation in hospitals is steadily improving. This shows that the
population is now more resilient to the virus. The

list of curbs being lifted is as long as it is welcome.
People are no longer required to keep to a
group of 10 for mask-off activities, while the use
of SafeEntry and TraceTogether will not be necessary at most venues. Safe distancing will no
longer be required between individuals or
between groups. All employees can resume working from the office, up from the previous limit of
75 per cent of those who can work from home.
Employees can remove their masks at work if
they are not interacting physically with others
and are not in customer-facing areas. Capacity
limits for larger settings or events with more than
1,000 participants have also been lifted, and predeparture tests before entry to Singapore are no

longer needed if one is fully vaccinated.
It appears that things are looking up. But there
could be potential curveballs. First, a new wave
could emerge down the road when the protection conferred by vaccines and past infections begins to wane. Second, a new variant of concern
could surface. What will matter is whether the
new variant is more infectious and can lead to
more severe illnesses and deaths among those infected. If the variant does so, Singapore may have
to respond by bringing back contact tracing, isolation, quarantine and testing. On the other hand,
such a variant will be short-lived if it cannot overtake the currently dominant Omicron variant.
Singapore has taken another step towards the

resumption of life as it was in the pre-pandemic
days. But given the continuing risks, the authorities have resisted declaring any sort of “Freedom
Day”, deciding instead to step down but not dismantle measures entirely. Until a vaccine is
found that protects against all known and emerging variants, people will continue to need boosters to maintain vaccine effectiveness. They
should also stay socially responsible by wearing
masks when indoors, self-isolating when unwell,
and watching out for one another. In the worstcase scenario of a more deadly and transmissible
variant, Singaporeans must be mentally prepared
to hunker down again while scientists search for
a new and more permanent solution.

Living and fighting with Russia
While might must
never make right,
isolating Russia is not
the answer. Global
stability depends on
the effective
renegotiation of the
‘rules of the game’
if we are to avoid
mutually destructive
system failure.
Evelyn Goh and
Jochen Prantl
For The Straits Times
On Feb 24, Russia invaded
Ukraine, unleashing the largest
military offensive in Europe since
World War II.
The invasion has provoked
revulsion and outrage around the
world, triggering unprecedented
economic sanctions by the
international community and
Russia’s suspension from the
United Nations’ leading human
rights body.
To be clear, the perpetrators of
human rights violations must be
prosecuted and punished, and
Ukraine must receive all necessary
means to defend itself. Yet,
Moscow has warned that United
States and Nato military support
for Ukraine could lead to
“unpredictable consequences”.
CIA director William Burns has
repeatedly voiced concerns about
Russia’s potential use of tactical
nuclear weapons in Ukraine.
Russia’s thinly veiled threat of
nuclear escalation raises very
awkward but fundamental
questions for global order.
While might must never make
right, especially considering
Russian war crimes and violations
of international law, we need to
find some longer-term answers.
Russia’s aggression has upended
the fundamental pillar of the
post-World War II order, which
prohibits the use of force against
the territorial integrity or political
independence of any sovereign
state.
This signals the end of the
post-Cold War interregnum of
relatively peaceful unipolarity. As
political theorist Antonio Gramsci
observed, during an interregnum,
“the crisis consists precisely in the
fact that the old is dying and the
new cannot be born”. Now, the
“new” may well materialise
through World War III if this
invasion is not handled effectively.
To avoid nuclear Armageddon,
ought we to reinvest in mutual
assured destruction, strategic
economic decoupling and fight
Cold War II? The short answer is

A worker cleaning the statue of Soviet leader Vladimir Lenin in St Petersburg last week. Russia’s aggression in Ukraine has upended the fundamental pillar of the
post-World War II order, which prohibits the use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any sovereign state. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

“no”. Here’s why and what we
need to do.
THE SYSTEMS VIEW

The current geostrategic
showdown has built up since 2006
when the state-owned Russian
energy company Gazprom cut
supplies to Ukraine following a
dispute with its pro-reform
president Viktor Yushchenko.
Russia’s weaponisation of
interdependence with Western
Europe was followed by its 2008
invasion of Georgia and
occupation of the disputed regions
of South Ossetia and Abkhazia,
and its 2014 annexation of Crimea
from Ukraine.
Still, we must eventually find a
modus operandi with Russia. This
relationship is too big to fail: the
21st century international system
is a single, hyperconnected one,
unlike in the Cold War, and Russia
has significant capacity to trigger
system failure:
• As of last year, Russia still
possesses 6,255 nuclear
warheads, of which 1,625 are
deployed on missiles and on
bases with operational forces.
• Unlike China’s assured
retaliation strategy, Russia’s
doctrine permits the first use of
nuclear weapons in response to
conventional attacks that pose
existential threats.
• Russia is the world’s largest
exporter of natural gas,

second-largest exporter of crude
oil and condensates, and
third-largest coal exporter. The
European Union buys 62 per cent
of Russia’s total gas exports
and Russia is the EU’s largest
single crude oil source.
Russia’s Ukraine invasion
obliges us to review the
fundamentals that hold our
international system together. In
this interconnected system, the
capacity for mutual assured
destruction obliges even those
holding opposed ideologies to
negotiate restraint.
Our interdependence in terms of
energy and other global supply
chains creates high cost barriers to
delinking. In Western Europe
currently, electorates may not
want to bear the more expensive
and less reliable fuel that will come
with full-fledged sanctions on
Russia.
THE FAILED COLD WAR
SETTLEMENT

The proximate causes of today’s
hot war go back to our collective
failure to reach a sustainable
modus operandi at the end of the
Cold War in Europe.
In 1990, Nato ended the Cold
War by declaring that the Soviet
Union and the Warsaw Pact were
no longer enemies. The 1997
Founding Act on Mutual Relations,
Cooperation and Security,
committed Nato and Russia to

“build together a lasting and
inclusive peace in the
Euro-Atlantic area on the
principles of democracy and
cooperative security”. That
commitment was based on the
idea of a shared, “indivisible”
security.
In “winning” the Cold War, the
de facto Western assumption
appeared to be that Eastern
Europe and Russia would
inevitably change to become “like
us”. Yet, a new bargain with Russia
never materialised to mediate
between aspirational principles
and divergent security
imperatives.
Crucially, Moscow’s enduring
question, “Why expand Nato
if we are no longer the enemy?”
has never been answered
satisfactorily.
Importantly too, in the early
1990s, Kyiv’s pleas for significant
military assistance and security
guarantees in exchange for giving
up its Soviet-era nuclear capability
went unheeded.
The US National Security
Council recognised Ukrainian
anxieties in a 1994 policy review,
presciently observing that
“Russian territorial ambitions
against Ukraine could result from a
failure of reform in Russia itself”
and that “disputes between Russia
and Ukraine, left unattended, will
threaten the stability and unity of
Europe”.
Since then, Russia has evolved,

but – as with China – it has not
become “like us”.
Indeed, Russian political culture
retains a deep ambivalence about
the West that extends well beyond
the current leadership regime.
This is a challenge that goes well
beyond the current leadership.
To be clear, this is not to argue
that the Russian people carry
collective guilt for President
Vladimir Putin’s Ukraine invasion.
Rather, we are asserting that there
are deeper problems that will
persist beyond Mr Putin’s reign.
We face what Oxford professor
Andrew Hurrell calls a “deep clash
between two visions of security:
the one believing that modern and
successful societies would become
poles of attraction rather than of
threat – but, in the process, often
evading difficult questions of
borders and boundaries and of
insiders and outsiders.
“And the other (Russian vision)
staying true to an older practice
that sees security precisely in
terms of borders, spheres and
balances of power – but evading
the reality that modern societies
cannot be coerced by outsiders
into either particular domestic
regimes or external alignments”.
A NEW BARGAIN

Thus, the Cold War did not end
neatly with the triumph of one side
and the inevitable absorption of
the other.

Hence any clash of security
visions needs to be addressed
head-on, within the framework of
one system, not two. Within this
single system, it is vitally
important that none of the key
nodes triggers system failure.
Global stability depends on the
effective renegotiation of the
“rules of the game” that must be
adhered to if we are to avoid
mutually destructive system
failure. This is unfinished
post-Cold War business.
At stake are two basic questions:
What are the minimal security
assurances required by Russia,
and by the key post-Soviet buffer
states, Ukraine, Georgia and
Moldova? What does Europe’s
“indivisible, cooperative” security
practice look like when these
minimal security requirements are
taken into account?
Moreover, uncertainties about
Beijing’s support for Mr Putin
highlights China’s enduring
position as a pivotal power in the
strategic triangle between the
transatlantic West and Russia.
While a new modus vivendi
with Russia must consider China’s
role, the Chinese Communist Party
also faces invidious choices trying
to balance between different
imperatives, including the sanctity
of sovereignty, its own core
interests, and the need to have
stable relationships with Russia,
as well as Europe and the US.
Yet, over the long run, for both
the West and for China, delinking
from or alienating Russia would, as
former US president Richard
Nixon wrote about China in 1967,
leave it “outside the family of
nations, there to nurture its
fantasies, cherish its hates and
threaten its neighbours”.
It will also raise living and
manufacturing costs significantly.
This is a less viable option than
learning to live with and to fight
with Russia, within limits.
After the interregnum,
geopolitical competition is more
multi-faceted, involving more
actors, more factors and more
vectors.
Thus, a new bargain would
revolve around the development
of a greater Eurasian sphere of
co-existence, with continued
participation of Russia in the G-20,
Apec and Asean-plus summits.
Those channels of
communication, negotiation and
cooperation are necessary for
preventing Russia from triggering
system failure.
Yet, institutions themselves
cannot replace strategy; their
raison d’etre and policies need to
be guided by the set of bargains
upon which their policies are
based.
The ultimate challenge in these
challenging times, borrowing
again from Gramsci, is to live
without illusions, without
becoming disillusioned.
Intelligence and academic
insight force us to be pessimists
while we retain optimism out of
sheer will.
stopinion@sph.com.sg
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